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INTRODUCTION 
This paper will look at part of the United States Air Force's 
contribution to the strategy of the Gibraltar area and with one organi-
zation's operational section and its contribution to the area from 1957 
to 1960. This was the Operations Section of the 316th Air Division 
(Defense), 1 
The 316th Air Division (Defense) was an active military organi-
zation that took part in world affairs during the late 19SO'S and early 
1960'S. When looking at the world picture it seemed like a small part, 
but it was an important part none-the-less. The Mediterranean Sea has 
always been a major center of political and military importance. This 
can be seen from man's earliest recorded history. This is true today. 
Hot spots 
to the 
have always been, and still are, located from one end of the 
sea other. One of the most important strategic sections has 
always been the Strait of Gibraltar. 
This strait is narrow and serves as the water connection between 
the Mediterranean and the Atlantic Ocean. Gibraltar and the Suez Canal 
are the only 2 water exits of the sea for major ships. This makes these 
major choke points. The world powers have always competed for their 
control, This paper will deal with the Gibraltar area. England has 
long had a military force on the Rock of Gibraltar; however, the 
United States has only recently maintained military forces in the area. 
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Figure 1. This map of Africa shows the Gibraltar area of the Mediterranean 
Sea. Morocco ana Che Western Sahara (Spanish Sahara) are shaded,· Map by 
author. 
3 
In the late 19SO's and early 1960 1s, the United States maintained 
military forces in Morocco across the strait from Spain, 
It was during this time period that TSGT. Albert C. Price was 
assigned to the area with the military. His family went with him, and 
made an effort to learn about the people before moving. He and his wife 
were able to get along with the Moroccans because they respected their 
beliefs and feelings, This paper is an effort to understand the 
resentment many Moroccans had for the American military forces whose 
presence was intended to help them, 
A study of Moroccan history, conversations with TSGT Price, and 
this author's travels in the military 
complete. The first chapter of this 
history and geographical description of 
made the understanding more 
paper is composed of a brief 
Morocco, This is needed to 
better understand events in later chapters. This first chapter helps 
readers understand why foreign countries feel a need to have military 
forces in the area of Morocco. 2 
2see Figure 112. 
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Figure 2. Map of Morocco with key locations and cities. Map by author. 
CHAPTER 1 
MOROCCAN GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY 
Morocco, an old friend of the United States, was one of the first 
countries to recognize the United States as a nation after the American 
Revolution. Both nations signed the "Treaty of Peace and Friendship" on 
June 23, 1786. The American congress ratified it on July 18, 1787. It 
was renegotiated in 1836 and is still in force. This is the longest 
unbroken treaty relationship the United States has in its history. 
George Washington was the president of the United States and Sultan 
Muhammad ibn Abdullah (Muhammad III) was ruler of Morocco. 3 The United 
States and Morocco have had a long relationship. Although the relation-
ship has been inconsistent through the years, it still exists. This 
paper is about 1 part of that relationship. It is one part that lasted 
4 years. 
Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia are the major part of what medieval 
Arabs called Geziret-el-Maghrib, "the island of the west." The region 
includes the Mediterranean in the north, the Sahara Desert in the south, 
the Atlantic in the west, and 300 miles of desert running eastward. 
This northwestern strip in Africa was characterized by isolation. 
Access to this area has been barred by a series of mountains except from 
the Mediterranean side. For the most part, the barriers follow a 
2Embassy of the \(ingdom of Morocco, "Moroccan-American Rela-
tions: Unbroken Peace From Revolutionary Times to the Present," Press 
Release, May 1982, 1-16. 
5 
6 
northeast/southwest line starting in lower Morocco with the Atlas 
(12,000 feet) and reaching to the Aures system in eastern Tunisia (4,500 
feet). Steep valleys and narrow gorges prevented invaders from setting 
up permanent residence, until modern times. The borders, shared by the 
3 nations, have been politically unstable. Each nation made claims on 
land concerning the borders they shared with each other. 
Morocco's geography consists of mountains, a northern coastal 
range, and 3 parallel ranges slanting across the interior. Morocco is 
strategically located on the northwestern corner of Africa. It's 
coastal lowlands are generally flat and are enclosed by sand dunes. 
These plains are the heart of the country and have been the target of 
invaders throughout history. The inland areas usually have poor soil 
except in the mountain valleys and river plains which have rich silt 
deposits. This influenced early settlement of the area, 
Arabic-speaking invaders began conquest of the area during the 7th 
century A,D. Local languages and religions were replaced by Arabic and 






indigenous people, Berbers, once occupied the entire 
language is a mixture of different dialects that 
the mountain areas, yet Morocco's official language is 
Arabic. The government wants Arabic to be the only language, but has 
not succeeded in its implementation in the high country. 
Morocco today has a mixed racial population. Negroid people are 
seen as inferior in the social structure. There are no exact statistics 
on its Negroid population. Jews concentrate in the urban areas, and 
they make up about . 2% of the Moroccan population. When Arabs invaded -
7 
in the 7th and 11th centuries, they brought few women. This resulted in 
extensive interbreeding with the Berbers. Today Berber descendants 
outnumber those of Arab ancestry. 4 
26,761,000. 5 
Morocco's population as of 1987 was 
Although Moroccan's trace their ancestry back to the ancient 
Phoenicians,.for the purposes of brevity, this paper will begin with the 
Spanish Muslim settlement on the northern African coast butween 1609 and 
1614. Terrorism of the shipping industry brought in Europeans to deal 
with these "Barbary Pirates." These pirates were able to control the 
coast area for 2 centuries. With their departure Europeans began a 
system of protection. This consisted of foreign countries extending 
protection to their nationals and to favored natives. This was used as 
an excuse to gain colonies. It was an age of Imperialism. France and 
Spain took the lead in the area of the Maghrib. In 1871, Sultan Sidi 
Mohammed asked the United States for help. 
sympathetic but declined, 
The United States was 
With the death of Sultan Maulay Hassan in 1894, French and Spanish 
imperialism became strong. The following decades were characterized by 
ineffective Moroccan leadership surrounded by European advisers and 
angry tribesmen resisting this foreign control. In 1909, the world 
recognized France's special Moroccan interests. On March 30, 1912 
France decided to protect its economic interests and entered Morocco in 
force. The result was the Treaty of Fez, which established a protec-
3Richard M. Brace,_ Morocco Algeria 
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), 1-20, 
Tunisia (Englewood 
4Reader 1 s Digest Almanac, 1987 ed., s.v. "Morocco," 
8 
torate with Morocco as the weaker partner. For the next 40 years, 
tensions increased because France controlled Morocco as a colony. 
Spain, 6 meanwhile, dealt with its parts of Morocco which included 
the Spanish Sahara7 and some northern coastal cities such as Ceuta and 
Melilla, opposite mainland Spain. Both France and Spain controlled 
Morocco's economy. Funds from natural resources, industry, and agri-
culture went into the treasuries of the 2 European nations. This led to 
Moroccan nationalism. 
In 1927, Sultan Moulay Youssef died and France replaced him with 
his fourth son, Sidi Mohammed Ben Youssef. Known as Mohammed V, he 
became the center for nationalist feelings. Mohammed's French education 
fooled the French into believing him a puppet. Although he was an 
intelligent and handsome family man who the French painpered, nation-
alists saw him as a symbol. Morocca~ nationalists supported Mohammed 
and independence. The French realized his strength and tried to replace 
him with a cousin. He was secretly whisked out of the country in 
August, 1953. This gave him martyr status. Moroccans in the mountains 
began training a liberation army. 
The conflict escalated in August, 1955. France sent in troops to 
commit reprisals for terroristic acts. Moroccans demanded both indep-
endence and the return of their Mohammed. He was returned November 16, 
1955 amid spontaneous public celebrations throughout the nation. 
6see figure #3. 










Figure 3. Map of Spain and Portugal showing some key cities of past history. Map 
by author. 
10 
Treaties were signed with both France and Spain by April 7, 1956. 
Morocco was a sovereign state, except for the Spanish Sahara and a few 
coastal cities. 
Mohanuned was a respected monarch who filled his reign with efforts 
to strengthen the nation and gain control of those sections still in 
European hands. He was a unifying force. Heart failure ended his life 
on February 6, 1961. The completion of his goals was left to his son, 
Crown Prince Moulay Hassan, who became King Hassan II. lie proved a very 
capable leader, and rules to this day. 8 
8Mark I. Cohan 
(New York: Frederick A. 
and Lorna Hahn, ,M~o~r~o~c~c~o~==~O~l~d:.....:;L~a~n~d~•....:.:N=e~w....:.:N=a=t=i=on~ 
Praegar, Inc., 1966), 3-154. 
CHAPTER 2 
HISTORY OF THE 316TH AIR DIVISION 
During the latter stages of World War II the United States was in 
need of extra heavy bomber units in the Pacific Theater. The 316th 
Bombardment Wing (nicknamed Very Heavy) was established on August 4, 
1944 as part of the effort to fill this need. 'rhe wing was activated at 
Peterson Field, Colorado, on August 14, 1944. It was originally to be 
assigned in the Philippines beginning in April, 194~. Military planners 
realized that this would not be possible until they rearranged those 
units already active. 
all units involved. 
This was necessary in order to effectively use 
The movement of new units from the United States 
was put on hold until Air Commander Major General Curtis E. LeMay could 
move his B-29 units out of China and India. 
The original deployment plans for the 316th were changed. By 
December of 1944,, plans were made for the movement of the new units in 
the Pacific. The 316th Bombardment Wing was assigned to the Mariana 
Islands instead of the Philippines. In July of 1945, the wing embarked 
for shipment to the Pacific from Fort Lawton, Washington. Elements of 
the Wing arrived at Kadena Field, Okinawa by August, 1945. They were 
unable to attain operational strength before official fighting against 
Japan ended on the 15th of that month. This did not keep the Wing from 




The 316th next saw duty helping prisoners-of-war and internees in 
Japan, China, and Korea. Medical supplies, food, and clothing were 
ferried. Allied prisoners-of-war were flown from Japan to the Philip-
pines in preparation for their return to the United States. The 316th 
was deactivated in Okinawa on June 21, 1948. The wing was next 
reclassified and renamed as the 316th Air Division (Defense) in 1953. 
It was assigned to Headquarters, 17th Air Force. Its current organiza-
tional structure began its development at this time. This development 
occurred on September 18, 1953, at Rabat-Sale, Morocco. Composition 
consisted of several fighter/interceptor, aircraft control, and warning 
squadrons, primarily for air defense of the Moroccan area. This mission 
was maintained until April 1, 1960. 
On June 1, 1985, the 316th Air Division was reactivated minus the 
defense portion of its title. Ramstein Air Base, West Germany, became 
the new assignment. The division was once again serving the 17th Air 
Force on June 14, 1985. Primary duties included control of the 
activities of the 86th Tactical Fighter Wing and 377th Combat Support 
Wing, as well as serving as host unit for Ramstein Air Base. Included 
were the surrounding areas all known as the Kaiserslautern Military 
Community. 
sphere. 
Approximately 70,000 people were included in this local 
Added to these were support services provided to more than SO 
additional organizations spread all over Europe. 9 
9Air Force, History: 316th Air Division, 1944-1987, By MSGT 
Martin E. James, 1987, K-DIV-316-HI 1944-1987 c.2, 1,2. 
CHAPTER 3 
316TH MISSION AND COMPOSITION 
All military organizations on every level have documented job 
descriptions. These are called Missions. A unit's mission consists of 
many sub-sections. 
unit's commander. 
Responsibility for fulfilling a mission falls to a 
As political and technological changes take place, 
minor changes are made in the mission. The primary mission is rarely 
altered. 
The job of the 316th Air Division (Defense) was very diverse in 
nature. The Commander maintained his organization in readiness against 
any hostile air operations that threatened the Moroccan Area. He 
provided administrative and base level support to all U.S. military and 
government organizations in his jurisdiction, as well as an inter-base 
communications system for the bases in the area. During activity, the 
commander directed local air operations and provided ground troops with 
support. 
maintained. 
Under war or peace conditions, training facilities were 
Instructions existed in the 316th 1s mission for dealing with 
friendly forces. All air activity was carried out within limits set by 
the French-American Air Defense Agreements of the time, and a liaison 
was maintained with friendly forces in adjacent areas which included 
British, French, and native Moroccan forces. 1O The 316th Air Division's 
lOAir Defense Agreements (ADA) are cooperative plans between the 
· military forces of different countries for joint defense of certain areas. 
13 
14 
commander was the official representative of the United States. 
In the execution of his mission, the commander exercised control 
over subordinate units and kept facilities in a state of operational 
readiness. All assigned personnel were kept trained, equipped, and in a 
state of readiness. Periodically, recommendations for 316th operational 
orders were made to superiors at 17th Air Force Headquarters, known as 
the mother unit. An intelligence program was maintained to collect, 
evaluate, and disseminate material crucial to the air defense mission. 
Plans existed to evacuate U.S. nationals from Morocco in case of 
trouble. Leadership of a military unit included a great deal of 
responsibility.11 
Personnel that worked in the 316th Air Division's Operations 
Section were assigned to the 7221st Air Base Squadron, one of the 
316th 1 s subordinate units and were responsible to the commander. The 
Operations Section had a sectional mission. Operations supervised the 
employment and deployment of weapons and support systems, including 
communications. Their responsibilities included the planning, coordin-
ation, direction, and evaluation of personnel, equipment, and systems. 
Combat readiness was mandatory, and the development and administrative 
control of plans and orders for the accomplishment of operational 
objectives were part of the job. Security planning and monitoring of 
units and. personnel fell under operational control, and safety for air 
and ground activity was aggressively maintained. All activity between 
United States, foreign military and foreign civilian agencies were 
llAir Force, Historical Data: 316th Air Division (Defense), By 
Captain Hage N. Barnard,. 1957, K-DIV-316-HI Jan.-Jun. 1957, 3-7. 
15 
planned and coordinated by this section who then dealth through a 
liaison section. The catch-all part of the mission statement was that 
the section would perform such other functions as may be required by the 
c·ommander •12 
In 1957, the 316th Air Division had 12 subordinate units and over 
2100 soldiers.13 Information on the location of some of the sites was 
hard to obtain, and much of the history of military units is still 
classified. On the material covered in this thesis, much still has a 
high security classification. There was a 30~year hold put on the 
declassification of the history of the 316th Air Division. Marvin 
Fisher, research librarian of the United States Air Force Historical 
Research Center, spent some extra time declassifying material for my 
research. There has been recent renewal of friendship between Morocco 
and the United States, which has opened the possibility of reactivating 
some long-closed military sites which may have prevented the down 
grading of some material. 
With the help of TSGT Albert C. Price (Ret.) and personal research, 
almost all the names and physical locations of the subordinate units 
have been located. Two remote radar units have been a particular chore, 
the 734th and the 737th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadrons. 14 With 
the exception of those who had a need to know, most military personnel 
Captain 
bered). 
12Air Force, Historical Data: 316th Air Division (Defense), By 
Bosan Lau, 1958, K-DIV-316-HI Jul.-Dec. 1958, (pages not num-
13Air Force, Historical Data: 316th Air Division (Defense), 
Jan.-Jun. 1957, 7. 




Photo of a radar unit assigned to the 737 AGW 
Photo from ·Air Force Records from J·an. -Jun. 1957. 
17 
knew only squadron names, code names, and post office box numbers for 
these units. One of the 2 units, the 737th, was located in Northeastern 
Morocco. 
Sale was the administrative center of the 316th Air Division. 15 
Headquarters for the 316th Air Division, the 7316th USAF Dispensary, the 
7221st Air Base Squadron, and the 20th Communication Squadron were all 
located at Sale. At Mechra Bel Ksiri near Kenitra, the 735th ACW 
Squadron (Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron) set up shop. The Air 
Force placed the 736th ACW Squadron, the 7210th Personnel Processing 
Squadron, and the 357th FIS (Fighter Interceptor Squadron) at Nouasseur, 
near Casablanca. Sidi Slimane is located just east of Kenitra where the 
4th Radio Relay Squadron and the 45th FIS were located. At Ben Guerir, 
40 miles north of Marrakech, the 842 ACW Squadron searched the sky. The 
737th ACW Squadron's location is unknown as is the 734th which may have 
been at Boulhaut, between Casablanca and Rabat. The 737th may have been 
located in northeastern Morocco near Zelouane. 16 These were the 316th 
support units. 17 The 7416th Support Squadron reported to the 316th Air 
Division, but was not technically one of its defense units. The 7416th 
was the United States Air Force Europe (USAFE) Moroccan Liaison Office 
located in downtown Rabat. 
Air Force personnel were strictly forbidden to deal directly with 
Moroccan military personnel in an official capacity. They were not 
15see Figure #2 (Figure #17 at end of text for Sale base.map.) 
16see Figure #2. 
17Air Force, Historical Data: 316th Air Division (Defense), 
Jan.-Jun. 1957, 3. 
18 
encouraged to deal with them on a private basis. Both Moroccan 
officials and United States officials did not trust each other enough to 
allow their troops to trade information. All official communications 




military personnel from fraternizing was not very 
they had 
During the period 1957 to 1960, Morocco had no air force and 
no navy. Their army was practically non-existent. The 
Moroccan Army was in the development stage as the nation had, at that 
time, only recently come out from under French control. American 
military forces did not work with the Moroccan military in training or 
real situations. 
The 316th Air Division was expected to be able to work independent 
of all other military forces if necessary. On occasion they worked with 
French forces, but French forces were few in Morocco as they were 
keeping a low profile. American forces in Morocco and British forces in 
Gibraltar did not work together. Each was jealous of their territory. 
In the case of the 316th Air Division, they were required to limit 
military activity to the Moroccan area. They were to allow other 
military units to handle problems that arose outside Moroccan air space. 
The 65th Air Division handled problems that threatened Spanish air 
space. Only under special orders were United States Air Force units to 
become active outside their assigned area. 
The 316th and 65th air divisions were the fighting forces of the 
17th Air Force. 
Tripoli, Libya. 
Headquarters of the 17th Air Force was based in 
The 17th Air Force was given orders by the higher 
19 
command, USAFE. This unit was stationed at Wiesbaden, West Germany. 
The final step up in this chain of command was Headquarters United 
States Air Force in Washington, D.C. With the exception of American 
Naval Units stationed in Morocco, and those units just mentioned, the 
316th Air Division (Defense) did not work much with military forces 
outside their division. This included routine and non-routine activity. 
Daily activity in the military is very routine, as a rule. It is a 
job; however, a very important one which can be very dangerous. Most of 
a soldier's work time is spent making sure he and his unit are ready in 
case they are called upon to fight. A soldier does not question orders 
he does not understand (within reason). The rest of this thesis will be 
an historical documentation of mostly routine military activity mixed 
with some of the feeling and daily life of military personnel. 
CHAPTER 4 
1957 
Early in 1957, the primary concern of the Air Force in Morocco was 
a problem with the tracking of targets through radar, which hindered 
their interception. Operations set up an analysis team to look into the 
problem. This team consisted of Major Edwin B. Hutzler, Staff Sergeant 
Robert L. Lavoie, and Airman Second Class Joseph Raso. They determined 
that some of the aircraft being tracked by Air Force tracking systems 
were not being picked up mainly in aircraft traveling over 450 kt (520 
mph). Immediate response was the recalculation of radar equipment and 
the recomputation of plotting formulas for speeds between 100 kt (115 
mph) and 1000 kt (1152 mph). An operation readiness inspection was 
conducted in January, 1957 with satisfactory results. The radar 
tracking weaknesses had been eliminated through equipment adjustment, 
the introduction of better plotting display boards, new operating plans, 
and the adding of flight plan logging systems. The analysis team was 
able to help acquire plotting board stands from the French military 
forces for the Air surveillance section, 
January to June, 1957 also saw the mass switching of sections 
between rooms and buildings in order to place each section so they could 
more effectively do their jobs. These included communications, surveil-
lance, the weather detachment, and the airmen's lounge. New fences and 
gates were installed to increase security in the Headquarters and 
20 
21 
operations section of the base at Sale. Operations was very busy in the 
first half of the year. 
Operations dealt with a number of communications sent to the 316th 
Air Division, They processed 1,199 classified incoming messages and 926 
unclassified messages. These dealt with everything from war plans to 
civilian workers. They sent out 393 classified and 809 unclassified 
messages, Everyday routine and special activities were a part of the 
message flow. 
In January, the 17th Air Force had sent an inspection team to 
conduct an ORI (Operational Readiness Inspection) on the 316th Air 
Division. The Division was found to be deficient in the tracking of 
targets and the standardization of equipment and operating techniques 
among subordinate units. 
dispersal air fields. 
Problems were found in the availability of 





was set up by operations consisting of 2 pilots, 
Captain Murray. 18 Their assignment was the 
monitoring of the standardization of the entire defense system. They 
made several visits to and reports about the various subordinate units. 
A simulated exercise was conducted against simulated enemy attacks to 
test improvements, 
Dispersal bases were the next deficiency to be handled, Plenty of 
bases existed; however problems existed in the storage of ammunition in 
those under French jurisdiction. At the time of these efforts, 
18Ibid,, 10. 
22 
operations saw no indications that this problem could be immediately 
solved. Negotiations with the French for this problem were an ongoing 
effort. Other operational activities continued, 
The 45th Fis19 presented 9perations a mobility plan (in case combat 
movement was necessary) and were assigned a test time and location. The 
squadron would deploy to the Wheelers Weapons center in Libya near 
Tripoli. F-86D 1 s were the fighter aircraft used by the 316th Air 
Division and the 45th was in the process of changing from these aircraft 
to the F-100. 20 Such a change required extensive training as the later 
aircraft was a more modern and sophisticated weapons system. During 
this reporting period, operations oversaw the conducting of weapons 
training by the 357th FIS at Wheelus Gunnery Range, The squadron was 
able to iron out more than a few problems and improve pilot skills. 
Having completed training, the 357th immediately participated in the 
175th Air Force rocketry meet which was held at Nouasseur. The 45th did 
not participate as they were in the middle of aircraft transitional 
training. Although the 431st FIS from Wheelus out scored the home boys, 
all concerned were extremely pleased at the 357th 1 s performance. They 
had improved tremendously from the previous year's competition. 
In the period of January to June, Operational duties increased in. 
number and scope. As a result, 2 new slots (jobs) were permitted the 
section, one a supervisor slot and the other a skilled work slot. These 
were filled by TSGT Albert C Price and A3C D'Otis Towns. TSGT Price's 
19see List of Abbreviations. 
20see Figures 115, 1/6, 1/7, and 118. 
THE NORTH AMERICAN F-86D SAB~E 
Figure 5. The F-86 Sabre became famous in Korea as the "Mig Killer" for the success in 
conflict against enemy Mig fighters. An all-weather version was developed designated F-86D 
''.Dog Sabre." A guided missle radar was installed in a prominent nose thus altering the look 
of the original Sabre and giving it a name. The F-86D could reach speeds of up to 700 mph 
and altitudes of up to 54,000 feet. This aircraft began work in 1952 and was the primary 
fighter used by the 316th Air Division· in Morocco during the period covered by this paper. 
Drawing by Richard Groh in Fighter Aircraft of the United States, page 91. Arco Publishing 
Company is no longer in existence. 
• North American F-86D 
Figure 6. Diagram of F~86D, reprinted, with 
permission, from U.S. Fighters. Copyright 1975 
by Aero, a division of Tab Books, Inc., Blue 
Ridge Swnmit, PA 17294 
24 
THE NORTH AMERICAN F-100 SUPER SABRE . . - ; . .... 
Figure 7. The F-100 Super Sabre was one of the world's first supersonic aircraft. 
TMs meant the plane could fly faster than the speed of sound (approx. 715 mph) 
for sustained periods. Deliveries to Air Force squ;idrons began in' 1954. It had 
maximum speed of 864 mph and a maximum ceiling of 50,~00 feet. Drawing by Richard 
Groh in Fighter Aircraft of the United States. page 69. 
North American F-100D 
25 FEET 
Figure 8, Diagram of F-lOOD, reprinted, with 
permission, from U.S. Fighters. Copyright 1975 by 
Aero, a division of Tab Books, Inc., Blue Ridge 
Summit, PA 17294 
26 
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last date to arrive at his new assignment was 8 May, 1957. Airman 
Towns' last date was 19 April, 1957. 21 They were brought in with the 
hope of relieving the load on an overworked and undermanned section. 
Operations was having to deal with more than increased air activity. 
Intelligence activity by and against the 316th was on the increase. 
Political and rebel activity around major and remote military compounds 
was prevalent. Military intelligence and security was increased.for the 
Moroccan Area. Training was constant because of rapid personnel turn-
over. This caused an increased work load to be place on all Air Force 
personnel who were already undermanned. 22 TSGT Price stated that in 
spite of this, on his arrival he found morale and pride to be very high. 
The second half of the year (July, 1957, to December, 1957) saw 
more turnovers and overworked airmen. The 45th FIS participated in 
weapons training at the Wheelus Range for 30 days in June and July. 
This time increased their combat readiness level. The squadron had no 
sooner returned to Sidi Slamane when 316th Operations received orders to 
prepare the 45th for deactivation. Rumors had preceded the orders but 
had not affected performances at Wheelus. 
Deactivation orders ca.lled for a stand-down of all air defense 
activity and training on the 24th of October and gradual phase-out of 
personnel and equipment by the end of the calendar year. By the end of 
November all aircraft had been ferried to other USAFE units. By the end 
21see Appendix Personnel Actions Memorandum Number 52. 
22Air Force, Historical Data: 316th Air Division (Defense), 
Jan.-Jun. 1957, 15. 
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of December most of the squadron's remaining equipment had been trans-
ferred. Operational problems developed when new assignments for 
personnel were slow in coming. When the end of the year came around, 
approximately 20 pilots were still on hold status at Sidi Slimane. From 
an Operations and Training standpoint, this presented a problem meeting 
Air Force regulations for pilots maintaining qualification status. 
Without proper flight time, they would forfeit their pilot status and 
special pay which resulted in the arduous chore of re-qualifying. 
The loss of 1 fighter squadron and no immediate replacement in 
sight severely weakened the 316th Air Division's ability to accomplish 
its Mission. The Division was able to maintain combat readiness with 
the use of only 1 squadron of fighters, but at a high cost of near 
physical and mental exhaustion to all personnel. Operations then 
concentrated all efforts at maintaining Mission status quo with the use 
of the 357th FIS. 
The period of August to December was one of constant scheduling and 
cancelling of flight time and weapons practice. Flight time for meeting 
mission requirements was increased as the remaining squadron could not 
be relieved for practicing weapons use, This forced Operations to have 
maintenance sections increase their time and effort on aircraft. 
Operations worked out detailed schedules for all units and sections. In 
discussions with TSGT Price years later, this time period is remembered 
as being one of anguish and fear by family members of military 
personnel, Because of long hours and worry about the activities in the 
Middle East, the morale among family members and military personnel was 
under pressure. Between 1956 and 1958, Nasser of Egypt interfered in 
29 
every area of the Middle East. TSGT Price had ranked the feelings of 
military dependents almost on the level with the Cuban Missile Crisis of 
a later period. 
The annual job requirements for the 6 months period set by the Air 
Force for the 316th were not met. This was due to the loss of the 45th 
FIS and the constant turnover of skilled personnel. As a result, some 
changes were made to the 316th Air Division mission until things could. 
get back to normal. The F-100 transition school remained at Sidi 
Slamane. The most important change was that requirements to provide 
ground support to ground forces were deleted. 
Operations had the job of processing ail changes, All F-100 1 s that 
were being used for training by the 45th were transferred to Wheelus Air 
base, Libya, in November, 1957. In December, 1957 all the 45th FIS 
T-33's23 were transferred out of the area. The 7210th Personnel Pro-
cessing Squadron was phased out and replaced by the 316th Air Division 
pipeline operations section. The 20th Communications Squadron was 
moved to Wheelus during November and December. 
While all this was going on, orders were sent down for Operations 
and Control to test their ability to move to and operate from a 
different site. The move to Nouasseur in August, 1957 was accomplished 
without incident. It was necessary to spl~t crews and operate positions 
at both locations, because of the many problems encountered. This time 
was utilized to put the Operations and Command Center through 
constructional improvements. It was necessary in order to bring the 
23see Figures #9 and #10. 
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LOCKHEED 
F-80 SHOOTJNG STAR 
Figure 9. The F-80 Shooting Star was America •·s· 'first: •jet ffghtet-
being developed in the mid-nineteen-forties. It had a speed of 
30 
over 500 mph and saw extensive action during the Korean War. A 
two-seat trainer version of this aircraft was designated T-33, The 
training version of the aircraft has been used more than the fighter. 
Many National ~uard units still use these trainers for simulated 
combat aggressors and flight training. Photo from U.S. Fighters. 
page 202, used by permission from Lockheed. 
Lockheed F-80B 
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Figure 10, Diagram of F-80B from U.S. Fighters. 
page 203, reprinted, with permission, from Aero, 




building up to standards required by the increased activity. Personnel 
would be better able to effectively perform their duties with building 
improvements. Personnel returned to Sale in early September.24 
24Air Force, Historical Data: 316th Air Division (Defense), By 




The first 6 months of 1958 was one of the busiest periods in the 
history of the 316th. Operations spent many hours sending reports, 
digesting reports, planning, and training personnel. Because of pro-
blems with pilot transfers, the 45th Fighter Interceptor Squadron (FIS) 
was not inactivated until 8 January, 1958. A letter was forwarded to 
all units of the 316th Air Division and 17th Air Force, 6 January, 1958, 
rescinding the 316th Mission Directive of the 45th Fighter Interceptor 
Squadron. 
Some of the activity during this period was due to a tragedy that 
struck on 7 February, 1958. An aircraft crashed into a mountain near 
Meknes, Morocco. The accident took the lives of the Director of Opera-
tions, Lt. Colonel Lewis Powers, and 3 of his staff members; ADCC (Air 
Division Command Center) Chief, Major Robert Dean; Identification 
Officer, WO-WI Lloyd Walker Jr. (warrant officer), and Surveillance 
NCOIC, TSGT Richard Borocco. 25 They were returning from visits to 2 of 
the radar sites. TSGT Price emphasized the affect this had on the 
morale of all the Operational Staff and their families. All were good 
men and well respected. Lt. Colonel Wallace B. Frank, former Commander 
of the 45th, was assigned as new Director Operations. His first task 
25Air Force, Historical Data: 316th Air Division (Defense), By 




was to evaluate the staff's functional organization in light of current 
manpower problems throughout USAFE. He implemented considerable organ-
izational changes to operations, training standardization, and evalua-
tion functions. The changes better utilized personnel on hand to attain 
combat readiness for all the units in Morocco. On 18 March, 1958, Major 
Vance R. Corbin was assigned to the Chief ADCC position. Life goes on 
and soldiers are ·allowed very little time to mourn. 
The whole accident and changes' being made at that time were related 
to a program of accelerated training that commenced after the New Year's 
holidays. Divisional personnel began preparations for another ORI 
scheduled in February. All records were reviewed for the updating and 
deletion of files. Thirteen simulated missions were implemented during 
the month of January culminating with a live practice exercise, BRONCO 
MISSION, taking place on 23 January, 1958. 26 This exercise implemented 
unit emergency manning procedures and previewed what might be included 
in the February ORI. 
The exercise pointed out many weaknesses in the defense system. 
Weather hindered radar tracking and faker27 activity. Problems in 
identifying faker aircraft as opposed to friendly aircraft existed. One 
bomber flew through the system undetected. Only 29.2 percent of the 
attackers were destroyed. This was unsatisfactory. An ORI rating scale 
included 4 levels: outstanding, excellent, satisfactory, and 
unsatisfactory. 
26Ibid., (Operations section). -- ' 
27Practice enemy attackers. 
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A unit was graded in every section on every aspect of their jobs by 
an ORI team, consisting of military experts for every area. A minimum 
passing grade was SATISFACTORY. The overall rating, as a rule, was the 
result of what level showed up most. Ten excellent marks and 90 
satisfactory marks gave a grade of satisfactory. If even one 
Unsatisfactory was received, however, the overall rating was an 
Unsatisfactory. Room was allowed for a satisfactory evaluation with 
detailed reports on areas that needed repair. 
The ORI began at 0954 hours on 11 February, 1958 and terminated at 
1130 hours on 13 February, 1958. It resulted in an overall operations 
rating of satisfactory. This was extremely gratifying to all those who 
had labored to put the system in shape for the inspection. While files 
and equipment were being studied, practice air attacks by real aircraft 
were conducted at intervals around the clock which kept all units 
constantly on alert. 
Interceptor aircraft consisted of American F-86D, American T-33 
aircraft, and French Mistra128 aircraft. Inspectors indicated that the 
357th FIS personnel did an excellent job keeping one of the oldest 
inventories of F-86D's in the Air Force in commission throughout the 
exercise. This was, at that time, the first real opportunity for the 
French to assist the 316th Air Division (Defense) in the interception of 
high performance FAKER aircraft while assisting in the maintenance of 
normal air defense operations. 
The misfortunes of war were demonstrated by the French during the 
28No satisfactory photograph available. 
exercise. A German civilian aircraft from Lufthansa Airlines and a 
357th T-33 were destroyed (simulated) by friendly forces during the heat 
of battle. The civilian aircraft penetrated Morocco at.the same time 
and along the same route as 10 bombers without making a position report 
and could not be correlated. His identity confused referees somewhat as 
2 French Mistrals completed attacks on him and reported the aircraft 
destroyed. A T-33 on patrol lost his radio guidance system, but a short 
time later sighted a bomber and decided to follow. The bomber was a 
faker and 4 Mistrals were scrambled with a report of 2 kills. The 
result was overall satisfaction by all parties in the ORI. A minimum of 
personnel and equipment were mobilized to fully support their commander 
-
in the accomplishment of his mission. 
While gearing down from the ORI, a movement order came from Head-
quarters USAF by message dated 29 March, 1958. It was received 9 April, 
and directed the move of the 324th FIS from Westover Air Force Base, 
Massachusetts to Sidi Slimane, Morocco. This was the base TSGT Price 
had been transferred from and on which his first son was born. The base 
soon ceased to be an active base. The projected readiness of the unit 
was 20 June. An advanced party arrived 21 May, 1958 and the main party 
arrived on 21 and 22 June. This was the replacement for the inactivated 
squadron. 29 
The first detachment, attached to the 316th Air Division, was 
activated at Nouasseur. Its mission was to coordinate all supply and 
29Air Force, 
Jan.-Jun. 1958, (pages 
Historical Data: 
not numbered). 
316th Air Division (Defense), 
36 
operational matters between the rotational units and Nouasseur Air Base 
as well as to provide housekeeping functions. Nouasseur was the 
location where incoming and outgoing personnel were handled for the 
316th Air Division.· One officer and 154 airmen were provided from 
within the 316th and 17th Air Force to augment the detachment. 
While preparations for the .new squadron went on, for 15 days in 
April and May the 357th FIS completed their assigned practice time on 
the weapons course at Wheelus in Libya. Range activity began on 29 
April, 1958. By completion of the deployment the squadron had broken 
all previous USAFE records for rocket hits. The 526th FIS held the old 
record of 287 until the 357th scored 352. Upon return to Nouasseur, the 
squadron received the red carpet treatment. Division command officers 
and family members showed up for refreshments and speeches. 
All this success helped to cushion problems that developed with the 
arrival of the 324th FIS. The advance party arrived in May and the main 
body in late June. Plans were finalized for ferrying their F-86D's from 
the off-loading points at Brindisi, Italy to Sidi Slimane, their 
operation base. The relatively short range of the aircraft presented a 
• 
problem. Fears of long over-water hops were solved by providing 
refueling stops and emergency fields in Italy and southern France in the 
instance of trouble while en route. Advanced party personnel were given 
extensive briefings on the Moroccan area. The 324th was well prepared 
for their job, but by 30 June, 1958 there.were still no aircraft ready 
for pickup. 3D 
30Ibid.,· (Operations section). 
37 
By the authority of USAFE, General Orders 107, dated 21 July, 1958, 
the 324th FIS was officially assigned to the 316th Air Division 
(Defense) to be stationed at Sidi Slimane Air Base, Morocco. 31 This 
became effective 1 July, 1958. The 324th replaced the 45th. Before 
becoming operational, it was necessary for the squadron to fly their own 
aircraft from Brindisi, Italy to Sidi Slimane, Morocco, The training 
section of Operations was assigned the project. This included·outlining 
routes, placing en route maintenance support, airlift support, 
scheduling the flights, and providing for foreign clearances. The 
entire operation was completed without a hitch, All aircraft arrived at 
Sidi Slimane safely. 
This did not hold true for other aircraft activity. An aircraft 
and pilot were lost on 15 July, 1958, when Captain James J. Payne 1.s 
aircraft crashed,32 He was attached to the 357th FIS. Captain Payne 
was on a routine training mission. An F-86D with tail number 52-3698, 
was lost 5 September, 1958. Lieutenant Robin B. Lewis of the 324th 
experienced a flame out (engine stall) while flying a local training 
mission. 33 When his jet fighter stalled, it did not glide to the 
ground. It fell like a rock as all jets characteristically respond, 
The pilot chose to eject rather than attempt to bring in the aircraft. 
Ejection was successfully completed with only minor injuries, A T-33 
Captain 
bered). 
31see Figure 1/2. 
32Air Force, Historical Data: 316th Air Division (Defense), By 
Bosan Lau, 1958, K-DIV-316-HI Jul.-Dec, 1958, (pages not num-
33Ibid., (Operations section). 
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aircraft, number 51-8761 was lost on 22 October, 1958. Lieutenant D.E. 
Butler from the 324th piloted the plane. 34 Ejection was successfully 
attained with minor injuries to the pilot. A hearing ruled mechanical 
failure due to unknown causes. 
Consequently, a safety awareness program was initiated. "Horror 
Stories" or "Jumping Catfish" reports· were initiated as part of an 
accident prevention program of flying safety. Pilots were encouraged to 
write, in a humorous manner, reports based on near miss situations they 
had experienced. They were designed to be published and circulated 
within the command. These were stories of the "I goofed" variety 
usually told only in bull sessions. 35 Operations felt that such 
information would be helpful and instructive to other pilots. 
Safety problems thus prompted a tactical and maintenance evaluation 
of the fighter squadrons and a few of the ACW squadrons. Evaluations on 
the 357th FIS and the 736th ACW squadron were completed on 2 and 3 
September, 1958. Satisfactory reports resulted. On 9 and 10 December, 
1958, the 324th FIS and the 735th ACW squadron were evaluated. Reports 
came back unsatisfactory. A tactical evaluation team from Headquarters 
USAFE conducted the evaluations. Operations orders were initiated 
directing the correction of deficiencies. 
Air safety was further weakened by Air Traffic Control employees 
going on strike in Morocco. Strikers were Moroccan nationals. The 
34Ibid., (Operations section). 
3511bull sessions" refers to a group of people getting together 
for casual conversation and bragging. 
40 
strike remained in effect from 29 December, 1958 to 2 January, 1959,36 
The slack was temporarily taken up by Military Flight Services and 
individual terminal control agencies. An interim plan was sent by USAFE 
Headquarters pertaining to the establishment of Contingency Military Air 
Traffic Control Facilities and personnel in the event of future problems 
in this area. A letter was forwarded to Port Lyautey Naval Air Station 
on 10 April, 1958 requesting use of their facilities for emergency use 
by F-86D aircraft, Operations received a reply on 4 September, 1958 
approving their request. 37 This improved pilot safety, aircraft safety, 
and survival in case of an emergency, These safety precautions were in 
time to help with stepped-up air traffic at Nouasseur Air Base. 
However, regular tactical activity from Nouasseur Air Base 
discontinued from 1 July to 1 August, 1958. On 6 August, the 32nd 
Tactical Reconnaissance38 Squadron arrived for transitional training 
from RF-84F39 to RF-101,40 The 32nd completed the transition of 18 
pilots into the new aircraft and left Nouasseur on 6 November. An 
average of 400 hours a month was logged during transition. On 10 
November, the 38th Tactical Recon41 Squadron arrived for similar 
36Air Force, History of 316th Air Division (Defense); By Captain 
Bosan Lau, 1959, K-DIV-316-HI Jan.-Jun. 1959, (pages not numbered). 
37Air Force, 
Jul.-Dec. 1958, (pages 
Historical Data: 
not numbered) • 
38rbid., (Operations section). 
39see Figures #11 and #12. 
40see Figures //13 and 1114. 
41see List of Abbreviations. 
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Figure ll. The F-84 Thunderstreak participated in combat activity in Korea. This 
aircraft had a maximlDD speed of 695 mph (Mach 0.91). Designers discovered that this. 
aircraft's spacious nose could accononodate a battery of cameras. The result was the 
reconnaissance RF-84F Thunderflash. A dome nose was installed to protect the cameras. 









Diagram of F-84F from, U.S. Fighters. page 219. 
with permission, from Aero, a division of 
Inc., copyright 1975, Blue Ridge Swnmit,- PA 
THE McDONNELL F-101 VOODOO 
Figure 13. The FlOl Voodoo were first delivered to the Air Force in 1957. It had a 
maximum speed of 1220 mph using two engines. The Service Ceiling was 51,000 feet. A 
photo-reconnaissance version RF-101 was developed which saw extensive action over Cuba 
during the missile crisis and over Vietnam. Drawing by Richard Groh in, Fighter 
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Figure 14. Diagram of F-lOlB from, U.S. Fighters. page 220, 
Reprinted, with permission, from Aero, a division of Tab 
Books, Inc., copyright 1975, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294 
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training. 42 The program operated smoothly throughout this reporting 
period. By December, Operations estimated transitional completion for 
this unit as 1 February, 1959.43 Operations provided Air Police 
augmentation for the transitional training activity as well as 
billeting, food service, communications, and a flight line dispensary. 
Major problems came up that affected this and other activity during 
this reporting period. The aircraft early warning systems for the area 
were frequently out of commission. Early warning information was 
practically non-existent. Help was hoped for from Spanish and Portugese 
defense systems, but approval from Headquarters 17th Air Force was not 
given. The system did not have 24 hour surveillance service. The 
United States Air Force 65th Air Division became operational in Southern 
Spain. Help from this area was absent as use of their systems in regard 
to Morocco caused political problems with Spain. The end of 1958 came 
with the 316th Air Division unable to consistently identify aircraft 
active in the areas of most probable attack. 
Major problems continued with regard to aircraft being used. The 
F-86D was a good aircraft, but by 1959 it was out of date. In many 
cases it was not capable of performing its mission of air defense. 
Friendly aircraft used in practice attacks and the unfriendly aircraft 
that might be used against them were superior in speed and performance. 
42Air Force, Historical Data: 316th Air Division (Defense), 
Jul.-Dec. 1958, (pages not numbered). 
43study _ of the reconnaissance activity of this Division inter-
ested me very much. I h~d a great deal of training in this field and 
was assigned to reconnai~sance for three years during my military 
experience. 
46 
Final transition to more modern aircraft was predicted for fiscal year 
1961. 
Problems existed in personnel skill levels, and manning author-
ization was not on a realistic level with requirements to complete the 
316th Mission. The rapid turnover of personnel in both officer and 
airmen categories had an adverse effect on the work of all sections 
including Operations. Morale was not what it could have been. A lack 
of adequate funds for the running of equipment and unit activity further 
hindered the meeting of mission requirements. The second half of 1958 
was a long and hard reporting period.44 
44Air Force, 
Jul.-Dec. 1958, (pages 
Historical Data: 
not numbered). 
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CHAPTER 6 
1959 
This time period was another busy one for operations. It began 
with the development of a Weapons Controller Combat Team.45 This was 
put together by Operations.for -the ACW units. The combat team consisted 
of 3 highly skilled weapons directors and three intercept technicians 
who immediately went into action when alarms warned of attacks whether 
simulated or actual emergencies. The value in the team concept over 
random selection of directors during critical periods was that the most 
highly qualified personnel were placed over radar scopes during critical 
periods. These were people who trained and worked as a team on a 
continuous basis. It resulted in improvement in quality of intercepts 
and coordination between site directors. This concept improved the ACW 
units' ability to accomplish their mission in spite of their shortage of 
experienced operators. The concept was in place in time for the coming 
air activity. 
Activity began on 9 February, 1959 with deployment of the 357th FIS 
to Wheelus AB, Libya for Annual Rocketry Training. Operations organized 
the deployment of 201 personnel, 23 F-86D aircraft, 3 T-33 aircraft, and 
115,000 pounds of equipment. Fighters were ferried by their pilots 
while support personnel and equipment were airlifted direct to Wheelus. 
In the instance of emergency, airborne rescue surveillance was provided. 
45Air Force, History of 316th Air Division (Defense), Jan.-Jun. 
1959, (pages not numbered). 
47 
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While at Wheelus, the 357th FIS performed very well and established 
a new 17th Air Force rocketry record scoring a total of 436 hits. The 
old mark was 419 hits held by the 44th FIS, The return to home base on 
9 March, 1959, however, was marred by a major accident over Sardinia. 
Captain Wrye flying F-86D S/N 51-8360 was flight leader of a 2 ship 
flight; First Lieutenant Kincaid was his wingman in F-86D S/N 51-8363.46 
The flight leader's navigation radio became erratic and the wingman was 
unable to tune into his navigation station. Disorientation resulted and 
they flew until fuel was exhausted. Both ejected successfully and were 
picked up with no injuries. 
The 324th FIS left for their turn at Wheelus on 6 April, 1959. The 
squadron deployed 24 fighters, 3 T-33 aircraft, 198 personnel, and 
112,000 pounds of equipment. Airlift of personn.el and equipment was 
provided by C-130's, courtesy of the 322nd Air Division. Rescue 
services were again provided. Squadron performance was outstanding, 
The squadron broke all the records in scoring 652 hits. This shattered 
the month old record of 563 hits held by the 526th Fighter Squadron. 47 
A return trip on 4 May, 1959 to Sidi Slimane came off with no problems. 
Divisional activity continued when Operations was given the 
assignment of coordinating a joint mission with the French. On 27 
January, 1959, units of the 316th, primarily the 735th ACW, the 736 ACW, 
and the 324th FIS, participated in a joint training exercise with units 
of the French Air Force and French Navy. The 324th provided 4 aircraft 
46Ibid., (Operations section). -- . 
47The 526th FIS was a 17th Air Force unit from another area. 
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for the mission and were controlled by USAFE Directors. French aircraft 
were controlled by French Air Force directors at American radar sites. 
Both the French Commanders, Naval and Air, indicated they were highly 
pleased with the assistance and cooperation provided by the 316th Air 
Division. As a result, arrangements were made for more coordination of 
United States and French forces.48 
On the 10th and 11th of March, some American units again partici-
pated in a joint mission. This exercise included not only the French, 
but also a Dutch Naval unit. Two F-86D aircraft were committed each day 
along with aircraft of the French Air Force, against units of the French 
and Dutch navies. Command sections for all were extremely pleased with 
the exercise. 49 
One problem with the exercise showed up with air space. On 2 and 3 
March, 1959 a letter was sent to Director of the Moroccan Liaison Office 
requesting changes in North African procedures concerning the Moroccan 
portion of the North African Air Defense Zone. These requests were for 
a tolerance of military penetration of the zone by the United States and 
French. This correspondence was returned shortly thereafter, stating 
that it was an inopportune time to submit it, due to then current 
political considerations and a Moroccan inability to cope with the 
problem. 
Allied activity went on the best way they could. A French exercise 
was conducted on 6 May, 1959 utilizing the facilities of the 735th and 
48Air Force, History of 316th Air Division (Defense), Jan.-Jun. 
1959, (pages not numbered).· 
49rbid., (Operations section). 
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the 736th, and the 316th Air Division Air Defense Command Center. The 
general purpose of the exercise was to train naval antiaircraft weapons 
in operations against high speed aircraft. The results were good yet 
they were deemed unsuccessful due to the failure of the radar sites to 
develop communications with French aircraft and naval units. Operations 
was commended for the planning and coordination among the units in 
preparation for the exercise, and for running the show. 
The 316th, however, did not limit its exchange activity to foreign 
units. During the last part of February, 1959, an exchange began 
between them and the 65th Air Division stationed out of Spain. Both 
units had their operations sections work together to set up dates and 
for the meetings. They met at Headquarters 316th Air Division 
an operational arrangement between the 2 divisions. A 
agendas 
to draft 
committee of operations personnel from both Divisions was in session 
from 2 June, 1959 through 6 June, 1959. A joint arrangement for 
exchange of Air Defense help and information was completed and was 
presented to each headquarters while awaiting approval. 
In the meantime, efforts to work on unit problem areas took center 
stage for Operations. During this time period, training was an area 
with problems. This was primarily in ECM50 training for air crews and 
ground radar sites. Airborne jamming missions could not be coordinated· 
with divisions having jamming equipped aircraft. Efforts to attain such 
aircraft for the 316th were unsuccessful. Training in all areas was 
hindered by the lack of adequate operations staff. The workload 
50see List of Abbreviations. 
51 
required many hours of overtime, usually under continuous pressure just 
to keep the routine items going. This caused a great deal of stress to 
personnel. 
This situation was made worse by constantly changing orders from 
USAFE for aircraft change-over which handicapped the Operations section. 
The 357th was programmed to change over to 20 F-102 aircraft51 in April 
of 1961 and the 324th to 20 F-102 aircraft February, 1961. Paperwork 
and activity toward these goals were already in motion. However, a 
message from 17th Air Force froze all activity, and they revised the 
schedule to reflect that each unit was to receive 18 F-102 and 2 
TF-10252 rather than 20 F-102 1s. A subsequent message to 17th Air Force 
from USAFE, dated 15 May, 1959, called for a programmed change-over for 
the 357th and the inactivation of the unit in April of 1961. At that 
time this did not include the 324th. Morale was lowered. 53 
The status of morale, nonetheless, continued to be reasonably high. 
Operations saw a slight decrease in disciplinary incidences. Ten men 
were tried by court-martial. There was an increase in the athletic, 
recreation, and education facilities. There was increased participation 
in the hobby shop activities. The education program was expanded and 2 
University of Maryland courses were offered. An important contributing 
factor in the maintenance of morale was the improved 
personnel picture. Previously there were many airmen assigned to the 
51see Figures 1/15 and 1/16. 
52The TF-102 
seats instead of one. 
was a training version of the F-102. It had two 
53TSGT Price was the source for the information of moral status. 
THE CONVAIR F-102 DELTA DAGGAR 
Figure 15. The first F-102 Delta Daggar was delivered to the Air Force in 1955. This 
aircraft used delta shaped wings to attain speeds as high as 825 mph. Its ceiling was 
54,000 feet, A two-seat TF-102 combat proficiency trainer was developed and used. 






Figure 16. Diagram of F-102A from, U1S. Fighters. page 273. 
Reprinted, with permission, from Aero, a division of·Tab 
Books, Inc., copyright 1975, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294 
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organization who could not be used in their career fields because of 
the manning situation, The reassignment of surplus personnel allowed 
the assignment of airmen in their specialty, resulting in higher morale 
for the individual airman because he was doing work in an area in which 
he was best qualified,54 
Morale was also affected by community relations. There were no 
American Government family housing units available in.the Rabat-Sale 
area of Morocco. Air Force families obtained housing on the local 
economy, bringing them in frequent contact with the residents of the 
community, 55 In general, relations between Air Force personnel (and 
their dependents) were good with the Moroccan and French residents. 
During this period there was a tendency to raise the rent of a house 
which has been occupied by Americans, Operations had the job of dealing 
with these things, There was an increase in the number of airmen being 
. 
charged or tried by the Moroccan government. Formerly, the Moroccan 
Government would waive jurisdiction provided satisfactory arrangements 
were made for restitution for damages. The tendency changed to refusal 
of waivers of jurisdiction, 56 The first half of 1959 was a busy time 
for Operations. 
Operations published revised mission directives for the ACW's 
between July, 1959 and December, 1959. Changes in these directives 
54Air Force, History of 316th Air Division (Defense), Jan.-Jun, 
1959, (pages not numbered). 
55TSGT Price and his family lived in an apartment building on 
the Moroccan economy, 
56Air Force, History of 316th Air Division (Defense), Jan.-Jun. 
1959, (pages not numbered), 
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included assignment of operational control in the air defense operations 
of the 734th and 737th to the 735th and the operational control of the 
842nd to the 736th. A portion of the surveillance area of the 734th ACW 
squadron was transferred to the 737th ACW squadron as the result of a 
study conducted by the commander of the 737th ACW. This study revealed 
that the area in question was more adequately covered by the 737th ACW 
squadron. All paperwork for regulations, communications, and change 
orders were controlled by the 316th Air Division's Operations section.57 
Studies were numerous during this 6 month period. One was 
initiated to analyze and point out, where possible, the cost and/or 
savings in manpower, budgetary operating funds, construction funds and 
operating facilities which would result from the physical move of the 
316th Air Division Headquarters and ADCC from Sale to Nouasseur Air Base 
and the concurrent phase-down of the Rabat-Sale site complex to a Radio 
Relay Operating location. This study analyzed the things listed above 
and decided that the suggestion was workable and that the action, if 
completed, would result in tangible savings. Copies were sent to the 
17th Air Force. Return messages proposed inactivation of the ADCC 
(Command Center) at Sale and the substituting of a control element at 
Nouasseur. An additional proposal suggested deactivation of the 316th 
Air Division Headquarters and substituting an administrative head-
quarters. Further study was seen as a necessity before anything was to 
be implemented. 
57Air Force, Historical Data Record: 316th Air Division (De-
fense), By Colonel Wallace B. Frank, 1959, K-DIV-316-HI Jul.-Dec. 1959, 
(pages not numbered). 
56 
While these studies were going on, Operations was continuing work 
on aircraft conversion. Agreements were being worked out for the use of 
airfields and Air Force support groups in Spain and Morocco by the 324th 
FIS to be used in support of the F-102 conversion of that squadron. 
Agreements were made and confirmed by USAFE. Even as these plans 
proceeded, a special progress report on USAFE Programming Plans indi-
cated that plans for the conversion of the 324th FIS to F-102 Aircraft 
in February, 1961 were being held in abeyance pending guidance from 
USAFE on the mission. Although no formal change was made, all units 
involved were advised to put all activity on hold until a decision was 
made. 
News of a change did arrive, but not the kind expected. Informal 
information received by the Directorate of Operations in late November 
indicated that USAFE had in mind the inactivation of both fighter 
squadrons. Based on this information Operations began preliminary 
planning conferences with staff agencies to establish, coordinate, and 
obtain command approval of an operational concept to cover the possible 
deactivation. A draft plan was prepared as a contingency plan to be 
held in abeyance until official notification. 
Shortly after this planning began, a request for information was 
received from the 65th Air Division. At the suggestion of 316th Air 
Division Operations, the 65th sent a representative to visit the 316th's 
headquarters to obtain information necessary to evaluate the feasibility 
of absorbing some of the radar sites in Morocco into the 65th. This 
would be on the chance that the air defense program for Morocco would be 
reduced. The operational aspects of the proposal were studied, The 
57 
Director of Operations stated that study of the possible courses of 
action needed to meet inactivation would help provide prompt guidance to 
subordinate units when such an inactivation occurred, 58 
58rbid., (Operations section). 
CHAPTER 7 
JANUARY, 1960 TO JULY, 1960 
The studies initiated in preceding quarters led to a general 
decision by the United States Air Force to look at revisions to the Air 
Defense of Morocco, A preliminary estimate was made on the proposal to 
discontinue Headquarters 316th Air Division, the 2 fighter squadrons, 
and 3 of the 5 ACW squadrons and to establish an Air Defense Group 
Headquarters at Nouasseur, This last would be for the command, 
direction, and control of residual elements and responsibilities. A 
briefing on this estimate was presented to a USAFE coordinating team on 
18 January, 1960. An alternate proposal involved augmenting the 
Moroccan Liaison Office (MLO) at Rabat so it could assume area responsi-
bilities.59 
As a result, Operations was ordered to develop, initiate and run a 
program to discontinue the Division Headquarters and its supporting 
units at Sale, as well as the 324th FIS, 357th FIS, 735th ACW squadron, 
737th ACW squadron, and 842nd ACW squadron. Operations Plan 450-60 was 
published and distributed to subordinate and support units to provide 
guidance for the discontinuance of the fighter squadrons. Programming 
Plan 576-60 was published and distributed to cover the discontinuance of 
the 3 ACW squadrons. Programming Plan 577-60 covered the discon-
59Air Force, Historical Data Record: 316th Air Division (De-
fense), By Major Vance R. Corbin, 1960, K-DIV-316-HI Jan.-Apr 1960, 
(pages not numbered). 
58 
59 
tinuance of ·the Headquarters, the 7221st Air Base Squadron and the 
7316th Dispensary. New Mission Directives for the 734th and 736th ACW 
squadrons were revised to reflect their new air defense assignments, 
which became effective 15 March, 1960. The Director of Operations was 
designated as the Office of Primary interest to monitor the progress of 
scheduled plans. 
Activity did not shut down immediately. The transition was to be 
made as smoothly as possible. The 65th Air Division was to take over 
much of the flying mission of the 316th Air Division. The first and 
only joint 65th and 316th Air Division Exercise (Acrobat) was conducted 
on 18 and 19 January, 1960. The coordination between the Air Divisions 
was seen as very satisfactory. The 316th Air Division's contribution 
was very good. Familiarization of the defense area by the 65th was 
successful through the use of this exercise. This was the last major 
combat air exercise conducted by the 316th Air Division in Morocco. 
Activity during this period was geared toward the inactivation of 
the 316th. A new procedure to route NATO messages via alternate 
channels was developed. The Moroccan Terminal Forecast Center in the 
ADCC Weather Station was relocated at Nouasseur on 8 February, 1960. On 
1 March the weather detachments ceased to give weather support to the 
ADCC. Two U.S. naval officers from Naval Intelligence, Port Lyautey, 
visited the ADCC on 11 February. They were briefed on the mission of 
the 316th Air Division. 
vacated. 
They were to take over some of the mission 
In March, the Division found itself doing humanitarian work. The 
town of Agadir60 suffered an earthquake. During the Agadir Earthquake 
60 
Disaster, 2 March through 14 March, the division helped the MLo61 carry 
out a relief mission. The French Air Force worked with the Americans. 
Operations organized communications and air transport between all units 
and locations involved in the relief mission. 62 An officer was sent by 
Operations to Agadir Command Post to schedule Air Traffic and to 
coordinate Air Freight pick up.63 
By 15 March, the ADCC terminated all Operations. Personnel were 
assigned duty in support of other base activities. Equipment was turned 
into supply channels, records were closed out, and classified material 
was destroyed. 
General Order #15 Headquarters USAFE, dated 1 March, 1960, 
redesignated the 7221st Air Base squadron to Headquarters, 7221st Air 
Base Group, effective 1 April, 1960. TSGT Price and most of the 
Operations staff were included in this change. 64 The 4th Radio Relay 
Squadrons, 734th, and 736th ACW squadrons were assigned to the 7221st 
Air Base Group.65 
All units were concerned only with deactivation. The deactivation 
process proceeded normally, with no major problems. Approximately 270 
60see Figure 1/2. 
61see List of Abbreviations. 
62TSGT Price and his wife were particularly interested in the 
relief mission, as a friend of theirs (female) from Kentucky was married 
to a Moroccan teacher living in Agadir. 
63Air Force, Historical Data Record: 316th Air Division (De-
fense), Jan.-Apr. 1960, (pages not numbered). 
64see Appendix Special Orders Number A-100. 
65rbid., (Operations section). 
61 




St, Louis' records center received 17 cubic feet of permanent 
East Point, Georgia received 17 cubic feet of transportation 
Personnel remaining on 30 June were reassigned to 7416th 
Support Squadron pending commencement of travel, On 30 June, the 4th 
Radio Relay, 734th, and 736th ACW squadrons were transferred to the 65th 
Air Division. 66 
TSGT Albert C. Price was assigned to the 7416th Support Squadron67 
MLO on 1 July, 1960. 68 He was ordered to report for transportation with 
his family back to a base in the United States. The report date was 3 
_July, 1960 at Nouasseur Air Base. 69 His new assignment was the 4624th 
Support Group, Hancock Field, Syracuse, New York, TSGT Price joined 
the military early in World War II. He was a career soldier. He and 
his family would go on to serve until 1965, 70 
66Air Force, History 7221st Air Base Group (USAFE): April-June 
1960 1 By Major William H, Croft, 1960, K-GP-AB-7221-HI Apr.-Jun. 1960, 
(pages not numbered). 
67This 
assignment. 
was a temporary assignment pending movement to another 
68see Appendix Special Orders Number 723. 
69see Appendix Special Orders Number 605. 
70Albert C, 
viewed by author, 
Kentucky, 1988. 
Price,· TSGT, United States Air Force (Ret.), inter-
personal conversations and telephone, Alabama and 
Figure 17. Map 
Division report 




of Sale military facilities. 
Jan.-Jun. 1959. 
(.Ed 
Map by author. 
,, 
SALE 
Material from 316th Air °' N 
SUMMARY 
This paper was a look at the activity of one United States Air 
Force unit's operations section between 1957 and 1960. Those Activities 
were of a nature that kept the unit in a state of readiness to success-. 
fully carry out its military mission. Basically, this consisted of the 
defense of the nation of Morocco and its air space. 
The unit was the 316th Air Division (Defense). The effort that was 
required by one military unit to satisfy its mission helps one appre-
ciate what was required of civilian and military leaders of the United 
States in satisfying their missions during the late 19SO's as their task 
was a much greater one. 
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14 August 1944 
17 August 1945 
21 June 1948 
1 July 1948 
20 January 1950 
21 August 1952 
18 September 1953 
APPENDIX 
CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOR EVENTS 
An increased need for bomber units in the Pacific 
prompted the establishment and activation of the 
316th Bombardment Wing, Very Heavy, at Peterson 
Field, Colorado, 
Though too late for real action, the 316th Bombard-
ment Wing moved to Kadena Field, Okinawa and was 
assigned to Eighth Air Force, 
A drawdown of forces in the Pacific also brought 
inactivation of the 316th Bombardment Wing, Very 
Heavy. 
Air Force expansion in post-war Germany included 
constitution and activation of the 86th Fighter Wing 
at Neubiberg Air Base, Germany. 
Receipt of F-84E aircraft coincided with the 86th 1s 
redesignation as a Fighter-Bomber Wing. 
With construction still in progress, the 86th 
Fighter-Bomber Wing began operations at its new 
home, Landstuhl Air Base, Germany. 
The former 316th Bombardment Wing, Very Heavy, was 
redesignated 316th Air Division (Defense) and 
organized at Rabat-Sale, Morocco. 
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9 August 1954 
1 April 1960 
18 November 1960 
8 April 1966 
14 November 1968 
1 November 1969 
17 January 1972 
31 January 1973 
65 
Conversion to F-86 aircraft and assignment of an air 
defense mission brought the 86th a new designation 
as a fighter-interceptor wing, 
The 316th Air Division (Defense) discontinued 
operations in Morocco. 
Redesignated from fighter-interceptor wing to an air 
division, the 86th 1s new unit structure included six 
fighter squadrons and five aircraft control and 
warning squadrons to provide an air defense network 
for the Central European area, 
Escalation of US involvement in Southeast Asia 
brought establishment and activation of the 377th 
Combat Support Group at Tan Son Nhut Airfield, South 
Vietnam, 
Redesignation of the 86th Air Division as a 
fighter-interceptor wing coincided with inactivation 
of the unit. 
Given another new name, the 86th Tactical Fighter 
Wing was activated at Zweibruecken Air Base, 
Germany. 
Receipt of a tactical mission prompted a redesig-
nation of the 377th Air Base Wing, 
The 86th Tactical Fighter Wing moved, without 
personnel 
Germany: 
or equipment, to Ramstein Air Base, 
28 March 1973 
1 April 1976 
1 October 1976 
17 June 1985 
7 October 1986 
1 April 1987 
66 
A drawdown of US forces in Vietnam included inactiv-
ation of the 377th Air Base Wing. 
In response to broader responsibilities created by 
the exchange of US Army and Air Force unites (Creek 
Swap), the 86th TFW's structure was expanded through 
creation of an office for the Kaiserslautern Commun-
ity Commander 
problems. 
who monitored community-related 
Community-wide support requirements also gave 
Ramstein 1 s civil engineers the task of supporting 
all US facilities in the greater Kaiserslautern 
area. 
Reorganization of command forces included activation 
· of the 316th Air Division and 377th Combat Support 
Wing to relieve the 86th Tactical Fighter Wing of 
its base and community support responsibilities. 
Arrival of four General Electric F-110 engine-
equipped F-16C aircraft distinguished the 86th 
Tactical Fighter Wing as the first unit in the Air 
Force to receive this modern fighter. 
After nearly thirty years on guard, the 86th Tact-
ical Fighter Wing was relieved from the task of NATO 
quick reaction alert. 
LINEAGE AND HONORS 
316TH AIR DIVISION 
67 
LINEAGE: Established as 316th Bombardment Wing, Very Heavy, on 4 August 
1944 and activated on 14 August 1944. Redesignated 316th Composite Wing 
on 8 January 1946; and 316th Bombardment Wing, Very Heavy, on 6 May 
1946. Inactivated on 21 June 1948. Redesignated 316th Air Division 
(Defense). on 26 June 1953 and organized (manned) on 18 September 1953. 
Discontinued on 1 April 1960. Redesigned 316th Air Division on 1 June 
1985 and activated on 17 June 1985. 
ASSIGNMENTS: Second Air Force, 14 August 1944; Army Service Forces, 8 July 
1945; Eight Air Force, 5 September 1945; First Air Division, 13 June 1946; 
Seventeenth A.ir Force, 18 September 1953; United States Air Forces in Europe, 
15 November 1959; and Seventeenth Air Force, 14 June 1985. 
STATIONS: Peterson Field, Colorado, 14 August 1944; Fort Lawton, Washington, 
9 July 1945; Kadena Field, Okinawa, 17 August 1945; Rabat-Sale, Morocco, 
18 September 1953; and Ramstein Air Base, Germany, 14 June 1985-. 
AIRCRAFT FLOWN: B-29, 1945-1948; F-86D/F, 1953-1960; F-lOOD, 1956-1957. 
DECORATIONS: Asiatic-Pacific Theater (WW II) Campaign Streamer. 
COMMANDERS: (Not manned 14-25 August 1944); Col Howard W. Gray, 26 August 
1944; Col Joseph J, Nazzaro, 22 November 1944; Col Thomas J. Dubose, 5 Decem-
ber 1944; Col Joseph J. Nazzaro, 1 December 1945; Brig Gen Richard C. Lindsay, 
21 January 1946; Col Clarence A, Neely, 3 March 1947; Col Francis L. Rivard, 
13 September 1947; Brig Gen Charles T, Myers, 1 October 1947; Col John F. 
Wadman, 11 December 1947; Col Walter E. Arnold, 11 May 1948; Col John R. Kane, 
68 
21 September 1953; Col Richard P. Fulcher, 26 December 1953; Col Woodrow W. 
Dunlop, 13 November 1954; Col Wallace S. Ford, 23 June 1955; Col Arthur 
C. Carlson Jr., 26 May 1956; Col William D. Greenfield, 7 March 1958; 
Brig Gen Ralph E. Havens, 14 June 1985; Brig Gen Cecil W. Powell, 14 
June 1985; Brig· Gen Lawrence E. Huggins, 11 July 1986, Brig Gen William 
A. Studer, 25 September 1987. 
ASSIGNED UNITS; 
86th Tactical Fighter Wing 
377th Combat Support Wing 
316th Comptroller Squadron 
316th Supply Squadron 
316th Transportation Squadron 
652d USAF Contingency Hospital 
USAF Clinic, Ramstein 
EMBLEM, On a yellow background, a blue globe gridlined gray and 
charged with a lion standing upright grasping a sword, all within 
a gray border. Original version approved for the 316th Bombard-
ment Wing (Very Heavy) on 12 February 1945. Most recently adapted 
for the 3.16th Air Division and approved on 18 March 1986. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF EMBLEM; Blue and yellow are the Air Force colors. 
Blue alludes to the sky; the primary theater of ,Air Force opera-
tions. Yellow refers to the sun and the excellence required of 
Air Force personnel: The globe symbolizes the unit's wide ranging 
availability and readiness. The lion represents courage and 
aggressiveness. 
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7221ST AIR BkSE SQULDRON (USAFE) 
APO 118, New.9 York, N. Y, 
f,:+ 





L CWO IJ-2 FRANCIS J. KILBRIDE, 953811E, having been assigned HQ 316TH 
bDIV (DEF), this ST~, to the Directorate of Personnel, with DAFSC 74000, EFF 
18 W.R 57. ~unctional ACCT Code is 12000, 
2. TSGT DAVIS H. MJiRABLE, AF18243548, having been assigned HQ 316TH 
.tiDIV (DF..F), this ..:iTA, to the Directorate of i·iateriel, with DiiFSC 70270, 
EFF 5 May 1957. Functional ACCT Code is 35000, 
3, j'SGT kLBi!:RT C, PRICE. hF35698535, having boen assigned HQ 316TH ADIV, 
·(DEF), this JTA, to the Directorate of Operations,. with DAFSC 70270, EFF 8 MAY 
57. Functional ACCT Code is 84010. 
4, A/3C D'OTIS TOWNS, AF16511393, having been assigned HQ 316TH nDIV 
(Di:;F), this dTh, to the Directorate of Operations, with DAFSC 70250, EFF 19 
bFR 57. Functional ACCT Codo is 27000. 
5. The DE.'103 of SSGT JE.:;311 M, BRIIDFORD, nF6273280, this STA, this SQ, 
_is changed from 1 DEC 57 to 13 aUG 58. DPNS arrived in area. 
6. Tho DeROS of 3SGT DOYLE c. PRUITT, AF38404958, this SQ, this STa, is 
changed from 3 DEC 57 to 3 ~EC 58. DEPNS arrived in area. 
BY ORDER OF THE COMMJ.NDEa; 
OFFICIAL: 
/iJ !I 1, ~L~'t 
R. J. NJiURER 




R, J. MAURER 
2nd Lt, USAF 
fersonnol Officer 
SPIDIAL ORDEllS ). 
. lfUMBlll. · A-100) '·-·· ., . . .. 
.HEADQUARrl!RS 
316TH AIR DIVISION (DEFOOE) (lBAP'E) 
United States Air Force 
APO llB, Nw York, Nev York 
211-Brch 1960 
l ..... .; I •• ..:.. •• • ~; ; • ' 
· The following named Airmen, are· relieved· from aasi~ent thie ·Hq, · · 
and assigned 7221st Air Base Group (USAP'E), APO ll8, _New York, New York, 
effective l April 1960. EI>CSA: l April ,1960. PCA. No travel involved. 
Authority: USAFE General Orders Number 15, l Maroh 1960 and AFM 35-ll. · 
SJ,flG LESTER J MCDONIELS AF17001822 
SJ,flG JAMES L TAYLOR AF33247305 
SJ,SG RUDOLPH G WARNER III AF14191335 
l,flG WILLIAM F AVIBY SR AF34835200 
J.£G DONALD B BUSBICE SR AFlB258955 
J,flG JACK E CAI-KINS AF162962l.2 
J,SG CIDIL W DUVAL AF624ff)'fl. 
J.£G C&:IL E JOHIB AFll,243123 
MSG THOMAS t. JOYNER AF38092035 
MlG CHARLES ? MIJLLI!6 JR AF36898431 
J,flG CESAR A RODRIGUEZ AFl 9305575 
MlG HAROLD R SE.VICK AF2074962l 
M3G CURT IS R WAGNER AF3 9183416 
TSG KENAS-AKillS · AF19ll6l.22 . 
TSG ROBERT E BENNEl'T AF20931345 
TSG DOYLE D BOGAN AFl7193623 
TSG GLENN E CATT AF165-'.764?3 
TSG JAMES H CONNELLY AF34249884 
TSG TEI> B CONNIB AF229234ll 
TSG GllXJRGE J COOPER AF21936l7l 
TSG LAVERNE J DEMPSEY AF17l9l.2l.8 
TSG DAN S EIMARnS AFl.6269791 
TSG GEORGE F F:rrZGEl!AID AFJ36l9558 
TSG JOOE GUE.VARA AFl.8326422 
TSG DOUGLJ\S M HUNr AFlll8o699 
TSG ERVIN H JOHNSON AFl7214720 
TSG LLOYD L KROUT AFl8338383 
TSG CLAYTON T LAUVE AF16022230 
TSG CLIFFORD H LEBLANC ·AFlll70016 
TSG SUMMEllS L LEONARD JR AF14356808 
TSG ROOCOE E MOORE AFl.8291703 
TSG JOHN H PFACOCK .. AFl429(:ii58 
TSG HaffJ\D J PHILLIPS AF16227631 
Tsq·. · AYJW,.,C~r:J,. ,-...:,-,.,,,_.._,..,._,~fl~.l!ilS ..... ,.,.: ..... ~;.· .• 
TSG ROBERT R RATLIFF .U';i:8356624 
TSG FREDERICK C REYNOL!S AFl.3313803 
TSG DERWOOD L ROGGE AF193473l3 
TSG. DONALD R SCHWE:rrZER AFl.2248309 
(7,1), 
·. 
SO A-100, liq 316th Air Div (Def) (WAFJ), APO ll.81 II. Y., J. Y., 21 Mar 60. ·. ~ 
TSG JAMES V SNaID:QI 
TSG CI,i\.UDJ E STOUP · 
TSO WILLI.\1'i L WILLIAM:! 
TSG D.\.LE P \/INFREE 
TSG ROBIBT L WOODRUM 
SSG DONALD D ABBOl.'T 
SSG HAYES T COX 
SSG UD E COX 
SSG M.'i.RTIN J FALTl!R 
SSG JA!illl E FROOGE 
SSG JAMES R GODDARD 
SSG DAVID IIANIIBRSON JR 
SSG DONALD H mlOME 
SSG BURL R LINm\RGER 
SSG WILLIAM J LOGAN 
SSG WILLL\M H MORTON JR 
SSG JIMMY L MURPHY 
SSG JOHN M MnlICK 
SSG EDGAR L NSLSON 
SSG WARDELL L ROBEll.TSON JR 
SSG BILLIE J ROBINSON 
SSG M.\RVIN E RUEBUSH 
SSG HAROLD H SALTZ 
SSG BILLY J SHAW 
SSG JAMl!S E SINCL.\IB 
SSG ELEm' A SOLBEll.G 
SSG DONALD L SPF.\RS 
SSG BERNARD SUl-lMil!S 
SSG WILLIAM E WEEKS 
SSG ll!GENE N YOUNGPEl'lill 
FOR THE COM!-i\.NDER: 
DisrRmurION: 
4 oys eJ individual 
100 oys perB 
































Major, .1$1' ' . . . . . . . 
ll1reotor ot Adrn1n1et,rative Services 
(72) 
•,, 
._,-:·.;. · · . ·:);!~:;: :; ·· ·;,, ( . ?221ST. ·,~~~ (USAF~, }i!:(~f:~\}~:¾:{t<r(~·.(.·l.:'3:,:)- ).·:·_.'._( •' • .. ·. ·· : ·, · ·· .. ', ·.. ·· United States Air Force ... ,,··:· : .: '·,':\•;,'ty., ,-\':.-- · · · ; 
, t,~~: ~l . #9 ;;,,';"_ ~~'. ... Yark • jiff tf ;!\;;;;~ 
• _.. ':.~ ~;,---,-- .;· --- 1 ... ;. ::.· .. :;~•-.:.,;-,,l~/ ~,. \:.:~;. :, . 
. . :.;:· i: : . . . '.f ASSIG?i!ENT: 'lhs f~Uq111Dg named attioers aid Airmen, tbia Hq, ~l!I . ,. 
· ·>:;' ·.: · ,.','.i-\Station, are reli~ed tr<111'asspent·t~ ~- as~:~.Q.6t.la ~~ ':..-11';~ 
: · · ·· ·· , SquadJ.'on (USAFE Moroccan Liaison Ort'iotJ)-, .o.l'0 US, .~v•Y9fl.'f·¥~.l• :{fF!t~· 
are' peming reassignment). · '· · · · · .· • 
REPORTING DATA: Report to CCilllnander, 7416th Support Squadron (USAFE , 
Moroccan Liaison Office), APO US, New York, N.Y. not later than 1 July 1960. 
EDCSA: 1 July 1969. 
GENERAL mSTRIJCTIONS: Authority: Deactivation of '7221st Air Base· 
C'.raup (USATI:), APO 118, New York, N.Y. by USAFE GO A4 dated 1 June 1960~ Jil 
USAFE Msg PP',-lAl 121811, dated 9 June 1960 and AFM 35-ll. New mailing 
address is: f.:l:•,1~,f'ull name, AFSN, 7416th Support Squadron (USAFE MQjoccan 
Liaison Office), APO 118, New York, N. Y. 
TRANSPORTATION: PCA. No travel .involved. 
NAME. GRADE AFSN 
FRANC IS P. FI'.IZGERALD LTCOL 26%5A 
WILLIAM H, CROFT MAJOR 348QSA· 
MARVIN W. GLASOOJ MAJOR 5201.2A. 
JAMES A. MAYO MAJOR A0415'716 
EUGENE A. CLERITI CAPT A030039l3 
MAURICE G. STEELE CAPT ·· A0744025 
. THCMA'3 E. SLATTERY 1ST LT A0.30'73344 
RAY F. MINER " CWO W-2 AW2201109 
CESAR A. R(!)RIGUEZ MmT AFl.9305575 
. ' RITCHIE A. WHI'IE . ·: . i~ ... , -MmT AF.I. 9:113298 
'.' · JAMES H. CONNELLY _:;; · : .,.,_ .. •. ·TSlT AF36249884 
DAN S. EDWARDS TSGT AFl.6269'191 
· .. · 
·cLArIDN T. LAUVE TOOT AF16022230 
· '.,:>::~":Nii·i~~1t,T·· · .>.::\f{·_·/:;,,_;:5! ;,/.=~->> .. ,, 
-fi~P:~:~~ ~GT '·'?=,i~ : : : 
CHARLES DEWOLF SSGT AFJ.2399057 
BILL GRAY JR SOOT AFl.5251 74/+ 
WILLIAM W. APPEL JR AID AF23316204 
, ·,: ,:'. . 1:~: E!= ·•,·:i:";t;:;i[(;;t~:t:,:~·::~ _::•::;~'.~)(,?'::\:~;~= ···:.'\I:\·\:;'.~'::i;.'.)!~: 
. . LAWRENCE J. RAY ., --~, . .,.:r.,,:,,,,1· .. _ -AID . , .. s,, · · .. , .,J.F.l.53'18203 .... , ·, .... , ...• ,,,"'·.,. ·•·•.··• · · · - · • ..• •.,·•r•· '' · ···' • •. ~- ., ••• ~, · -:.o1;, .. .., . HAROLD W. SHEPHERD .. . . ·;~•:"?::,•""::,l,][l" •'•":'t'. . .. ' •"AF.1.3481140 ...... ,.,.7 ,,, ''.''';t, .,,,'::_f 
JACKIE P. SIKES . ; ·: .. AID ·. . AFl '7396351 .·•.· ;' -·: :: 
JO~PHGASCAMO ·,······.·A3l :.•·. · ·4Fl.2S65911' .·,;,.-; ,··,-·:· ' -~~<-.'·---.:·,-~ . '-;,,.:5~,:~, .. .. :,. . ,,,l/,./;/ ·,··· .. JOSEPH L. POOLE . ,. , .. ,112JJ .. ",,, • · ·4Fl55'79~ . ,,. , ,,,oc., · · 
40 cys pel"Jonnel Director of' Mm1 »1 strative ·eem.ces 
1 'cy file 
HE.ulQU..RTi..R:i 
722ll>T AIH IiA'iE cm.OU? (USAFE 




. ·, \. 1 : ') . ,.PO 118, New York, ~~o k, . 
1 "-.,J 20 May 1960 
·.; 
TSGT ,;.LB1:.RT° C. PiUCE, ,.F35~8535. Control.~.Q.L_?02?0. 
,.Sf.lGt,1.li..J,T: Relieved r'rom assignment this Hq; assigned 4624th 
E>upport Group ( • .DC), Hancock Field, Syracuse, New York. 
Rfil'ORTING b,.T.,: Di..LVP JQ. Leave address - 517 :.£. Chico;>ae 5t., 
Louisville 9, Kentucky. Report to US;,F ~i .. TS Passenger Tenninal, Nou-
asseur AB, Morocco not earlier than 1300 hours and not later thWl 1700 
hours on 3 Ju:y 1960, for departure on Mi.TS Flight 252/18:'.'., dep!il'tillg 
on 3 July 1960. Heport to co::unander, 4624th Sup,)ort Group (iJJC), HElll-
cock Field, Syracuse, New York not later than 36 days after deJ)drtlll'i 
from ZI Port of Entry. ~DC5i,._;_!3 ilu17,µst 196Q. 
GENl!:R.J. Il!STHUGTIC'!!S: Authority: Hq US1.F' Ltr, t.F'PMP-2FB, 31 M..r 
60, Subj: Special ,,lloci.tions and ,.FM 35-11. · /.FU 35-6, ,iFM 35-11, 
Part 10, I.FM 75-1 and AFR 34-25 11ill be complied with. Immunizations 
will be obtai;.1ed i":l accoraa..'!cc with I.FR 160-102. Conversion of Ml?C 
authorized in uccordar.ce w:i.'.:1 /.FM 173-10. New M11ilillg /.ddress ls: 
TSGT i•.LBERT C. PRICE, i.F35~8535, 4624th Support Group (tJ>C'), Hancock 
Field, Syracuse, Ucw York. 
TRJIIJSPORT1,TION: POE>. TDN. Funds for FY 60 is: 5703500 048-132 
p531.9 S503725 0231 0.390 E ...,,.,,.,.....,,..,,.,,~c1c 4 5 048 5JJ.2 503725. Funds 
for FY 61 is: 5713500 148-'132 :;·-~1.9 ~503725 0231 0232 0390 :ii: __ ,..... 
CIC 4 5 148 533.2 503725. Dislocation allowance (Other). 'Transport-
ation of dependeuts, 
NJ.YE 
JOSBFINE ?lt1Gi1 
MIC&EL 1;1. fhlCf: 
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is authorized concurrently ;1ith s,ionsor. ,.uthority: PC5 to Zl, and 
,.FM 75-1. TI-'11 with 6 days travel time authorizad. If POV is not used 
travel time w5.ll be the time of the common c&.rrier used. Shipment of 
house hold goods, hold baggage, b?ld POV i,uthorized. i.uthority is del-. 
egatad for i.i.rmt•'.l to ship in a dj,smantlc · st .. te only: 1 ea, J.C. Hi-
ggins Rifle, 22 Cal. , SN: 2552429 and 1 ea, Smith and i(eseon Revolver, 
38 Cal., S~J: 659333. Travel by military aircraft authorized. Spon-
sor's A: J: NSR-Gl:3-~C·-3233-l.I'. Dependent's ;.MD: NSR-Ci5-3Dl,-3234-
iJF. 
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